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What you need to build powerful
Private Blog Networks?
> Good Expired domains with solid backlinks from super sites.
> PBN Hosting with multiple IP addresses to host each domain.
> At least 20 well written 1000 plus word articles to get started (How to and
list posts. **List posts rank best in my experience, but choose the topics
according to the keywords you want to rank.)
> Build the PBN sites with a WordPress theme to start with. Once they rank
and get more traffic, get them custom built for better branding and UX (you
may also need more powerful PBN hosting then).
> Create important pages to rank and get inquiries once indexed on search
engines.

What do most people
use their PBNs for?
Most people use PBNs to just to link to their money
sites or sell some links.
You can do better than that! Build the PBNs in a
way to become money machines for you. Each of
your PBN sites should generate money for you
with a content publishing services business model
applied.

What is the
content
publishing
business model
(Guest posting
Services) & how
to do it with
your PBN sites?

Publishing other people’s content for a fee.
Like all big websites on the web that do news and
media publications, your PBNs can be tailored to
publish content for clients.
After all that’s what the PBNs are for right?
So why not build your PBNs in a manner to attract
tons of inquires from people who are looking to
publish their content on relevant websites!

How to build your Private
Blog sites to make
money from offering
guest posting services?
• There are a few things to keep in mind and most importantly the
PBN site must be built on a powerful domain with solid
backlinks.
• It should also be hosted with multiple IP PBN hosting from
www.seekahost.app to avoid footprints, get fast web hosting
from different server locations and scale your network.
• Publish at least 20 to 30 plus high-quality articles covering
relevant topics in the niche you want to rank this site in.
• Articles should be mainly list posts as they rank super fast for
several keywords covered. Go for easy to rank terms with a lower
keyword difficulty, that you can find with a keyword research or
SEO tool.
• Add contact us and write for us pages that bring in inquires.
• Create social media profiles for each domain and make them
look like brands with unique logos. Run some Facebook ads to
create awareness.
• Build high-quality backlinks to your PBNs to make them more
powerful and continuously grow their authority on the web.
Ideally, there should be a constant flow of content being
published on the site and on other sites with backlinks to it.

What pages to create
on your PBNs?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Write for us
Write for us business
Submit a guest post
Business write for us
Post guest posts
Guest posting site
Contact us and of course all the pages that a legit
website would have, including policies.

Money making
PBN site examples
you must see
1.

https://www.ebusinessblog.co.uk/

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

https://www.livebusinessblog.com/
https://www.idobusiness.co.uk/
https://www.londonbusinessnews.com/
https://business.clickdo.co.uk/
https://www.blogrovr.com/
https://www.fernandoraymond.com/business/
https://www.influencive.com/

Get your PBN SEO domains registered at
www.seekahost.app for just $5.99 for .com and .co.uk
domains for $4.99 and host them with reliable multiple IP
hosting crafted by SEO and Hosting Experts.

